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For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT
influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication,
focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
????:Numerical heat transfer and fluid flow
Protein phosphorylation is one of the most abundant reversible post-translational modifications in eukaryotes. It is
involved in virtually all cellular processes by regulating protein function, localization and stability and by mediating proteinprotein interactions. Furthermore, aberrant protein phosphorylation is implicated in the onset and progression of human
diseases such as cancer and neurodegenerative disorders. In the last years, tens of thousands of in vivo phosphorylation
events have been identified by large-scale quantitative phospho-proteomics experiment suggesting that a large fraction
of the proteome might be regulated by phosphorylation. This data explosion is increasingly enabling the development of
computational approaches, often combined with experimental validation, aiming at prioritizing phosphosites and
assessing their functional relevance. Some computational approaches also address the inference of specificity
determinants of protein kinases/phosphatases and the identification of phosphoresidue recognition domains. In this
context, several challenging issues are still open regarding phosphorylation, including a better understanding of the
interplay between phosphorylation and allosteric regulation, agents and mechanisms disrupting or promoting abnormal
phosphorylation in diseases, the identification and modulation of novel phosphorylation inhibitors, and so forth.
Furthermore, the determinants of kinase and phosphatase recognition and binding specificity are still unknown in several
cases, as well as the impact of disease mutations on phosphorylation-mediated signaling. The articles included in this
Research Topic illustrate the very diverse aspects of phosphorylation, ranging from structural changes induced by
phosphorylation to the peculiarities of phosphosite evolution. Some also provide a glimpse into the huge complexity of
phosphorylation networks and pathways in health and disease, and underscore that a deeper knowledge of such
processes is essential to identify disease biomarkers, on one hand, and design more effective therapeutic strategies, on
the other.
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Notwithstanding its provocative title, The Woman Racket is a serious scientific investigation into one of the key myths of our age that women are oppressed by the 'patriarchal' traditions of Western societies.
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Issues for 1973- cover the entire IEEE technical literature.
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This database encompasses all aspects of the impact of people and technology on the environment and the
effectiveness of remedial policies and technologies, featuring more than 950 journals published in the U.S. and abroad.
The database also covers conference papers and proceedings, special reports from international agencies, nongovernmental organizations, universities, associations and private corporations. Other materials selectively indexed
include significant monographs, government studies and newsletters.
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